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ABSTRACT

This work is concerned with modelling a dilute ferromagnet

and antiferromagnet using an exact fractal known as the Vis-

cek snovrflake. Employing real-space renormalization group

techniques we derive the recursion relations for both the

ferromagnet and the antiferromagnet and obtain the spectral

dimension characterizing the form of the low frequency den-

sity of states. We find that the spectral dimension of the

antiferromagnet is twice that of the ferromagnet, as is the

case for regular Euclidean lattices with integral dimension.

In addition, both the ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic

density of states are calculated numerically using function-

al integral techniques and it is shov¡n that the associated

spectral dimensions obtained from ln-In plots of the inte-
grated density of states, are in agreement h'ith those ob-

tained from the corresponding fixed point analysis.
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Chapter I

I NTRODUCTI ON

"Clouds are not spheres, mountains are not cones, coast-

lines are not circles, and bark is not smooth, nor does

lightning travel in a straight 1ine"., This quotalion, taken

from Mandelbrot's most recent book [14] expresses the obvi-

ous inadequacies in the scope of the regular geometrical

structures of Euclid to describe the 'real world'. In order

to describe such shapes Mandelbrot has conceived and devel-

oped a ner'¡ geometry of nature , f or which the basic geometri-

ca1 shapes are fractals. Thus we are more than justified in

regarding such shapes as the fundamental objects in any lat-
tice related study in physics.

Fractals are fully explicitly described geometrical

shapes of fractional dimensionality that may be viewed as

hybrids between ordinary Euclidean structures such as lines
and planes l7l. It is necessary Lo distinguish betv¡een two

basic types of fractals

deterministic or exact fractâls
random or statistical fractals

1
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The difference in these two types of fractals lie in their

construction and their invariance properties under dilation

transformations. Deterministic fractals, such as the Sier-

pinski gasket or the Viscek snowflake' are exactly self sim-

ilar, a direct resul! of the very proceedure used to gener-

aÈe them. TypicalIy they are constructed by starting with

some given shape called an initiator (a seg-

mentrsquarertriangleretc.). The decoration process then

proceeds by replacing the initiator by N copies of a shape

(possibly the same shape as the initiator itself) each

scaled down by a factor b. For example, the Sierpinski

gasket which formed the basis of the study in reference t4l

is constructed by dividing an equilateral triangle of side a

into four smaller Èriangles of side a/2. The central trian-
gle is then discarded and the procedure is repeated in the

three remaining triangles ad infinitum. PicÈorially this
decoration process corresponds to the following situation:

The basis for the present study is yet another exact fract,al

known as the Viscek snowf lake, which is construct,ed by tak-

ing a square of side a and dividing it into nine smaller

squares of side a/3. of these nine smaller squares four are



then discarded' the Process

ühe five remaining squares'

structure:

3

then being repeated in each of

giving rise to the following

Having described how such lattices are generatedr wê are

now faced with the task of defining for them an effective

dimensionality (possibly fractional). The most important

constraint of any (generalized) definition of dimensionality

must be that it agree with the well known integral values

obtained for regular Euclidean lattices. The first attempt

to define such a generalized dimensionality,, applicable to
the above mentioned type of fractal lattices, appears to be

due to Mandelbrot t13l who adopLs the Hausdorff definition
whereby d, the fractal dimension, is defined by the relation

( 1 .1-1 )

or

d In (¡¡) /Ln$) (1,1-2)

Thus, in the case of the Sierpinski gasket where each stage

of the decoration process corresponds to replacing aII up-

ward pointing triangles by three copies of the same triangle
scaled down by a factor of two, we have d = In(3)hn(21 .

àN=b
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Similarly, for the Viscek snowflake' every stage involves

replacing only five of the original nine squares, each

scaled down by a factor of three, and =o d = In(S)/Lnßl A

short time Iater, Dhar t3l proposed an alternate definition

of effective dimensionality based upon the exponent charac-

terizíng the low frequency density of states. Dhar shows

that for, an assembly of harmonic oscillators the low fre-
quency density of states, in d dimensions (a integral) takes

the form

P(') - 'Å

and proposes this to be a defining relation even for irregu-
Iar lattices where d could be non-integral. , As vre shall
see, such an exponent is none other than the spectral dimen-

/\,
sion d, introduced by Alexander and Orbach five years later.
In contrast to exact fractals, random or statistical frac-
tals are constructed by some random process, such as a frac-
tional Brownian motion, and are only self similar in a sta-.

tistical sense.

It is generally accepted noyr, that a complete characteri-

zation of a fractal structure requires the specification of

a minimum of three dimensionalities, the embedding Euclidean

dimension,d, the fractai or Hausdorff dimension, l, a meas-

ure of how much volume the object occupies, and the spectral
ry

dimension, d 11,191, an exponent characterizing the low en-

ergy density of states of the elementary excitations in this



geometrY. These

iEv
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three dimensionalities satisfy the inequal-

(1.1-3)d<d<d

As one passes from the self-similar regime which exhibits

dilational invariance to the Euclidean regime which exhibits

translational invariance, ã and d both collapse to d, the

ordinary Euclidean dimension, a situation which is often

construed to correspond to a degenerate case [19].

In recent years much work has been done on modelling dis-

ordered systems using these geometric objects of fractional

dimension. Fractals were first introduced into physics by

Stanley l22l within the context of percolation, and since

then have served as models for such inhomogenous systems as

metal insulator thin films, gels and dilute spin systems

1241. Not only are such shapes non- translalionally invari-

ant and self similar, a property akin to all random systems'

but in many cases can be treated exactly using real- space

renormalizaLion group techniques. The most extensively

studied fractal of late is the Sierpinski gasketr âR exact

fractal which has served as a model for the backbone of the

infinite cluster at the percolation threshold ( c.f. refer-

ence 123) for a review of percolation ), a description be-

lieved to be valid due to the cfoseness in the fractal di-

mensionalities of these two structures,. In addition this

same object has served as the basis for an exact study of
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the so-called phonon-fracton crossover [20]. Such a study

was motivated by recent effective medium calculations of Or-

bach and co-workers [15] of the dynamical properties of per-

colating networks. They found that in the long wavelength

or phonon regime, the vibrational density of states was pro-
J.. r

portional to a.r"' whereas at shoru length scales p(a) be-
^)

came proport ional to ,'"'- ' where d i s the spectral dimen-

sion. Furthermore, it v¡as f ound that there s¡as a sharp

crossover between these two regions, indicaÈing the exis-

tence of a qualitatively new type of excitation at small

length scales, subseguently termed fractons. Since the caI-

culation predicting these excitations was based upon an ap-

proximation, a natural question to ask was whether or not

the presence of these fractons is simply a manifestation of

the particular approximation used. The work of reference

l20l addressed such a question. Using a Sierpinski gasket

embedded in a triangular lattice as a model of a disordered

system, they calculated the vibrational density of states in

both regions and found no such sharp cross-over.

À natural extension of such a calculation ís a generali-

zation to magnetic systems which will a1low more overlap

with experiment. Orbach and Yu [93,9+] have recenÈIy per-

formed an effective medium calculation on both a percolating

ferromagnet and antiferromagnet. They found that in the

case of the ferromagne|, the low frequency spin vlave density

of states obeyed the scaling law pb)'.'r'l/t' t in the magnon
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regime but crossed over sharply to fracton behaviour where

the density of states scared like p(c,:)'- ,'in" 
-' . rn particu-

lar their results indicate that in the fracton region the
*.5

density of states scales like pk¡\^, tt independent, of di-

mension, leading to a spectral dimension of 1. For the an-

tiferromagnet they found that for small length scales the

density of spin vrave states behaved like pb)" r''\ ' in the

magnon regime bul crossed over smoothly to the fracton re-

gime at smaller length scales where the density of states
.l 1

scaled like p(a). o' . Furthermore they found that in

three dimensions the fracton density of states was constan!

indicating a spectral dimension of 1, as in the case of the

ferromagnet.

The aim of this present work is to propose as a model for

a dilute magnetic system, the Viscek snowflaker âD exact

fractal. This structure first appeared ín the literature

within the context of aggregation phenomena where it was

proposed as a model for diffusion controlled deposition on a

surface 1291. As a model for a dilute magnetic system, the

Viscek snovrflake has two favourable attributes. FirstIy,

its ability to support both ferromagnetic and antiferromag-

net order makes it an ideal structure with which to compare

experimental results and secondly, the presence of both

first and second neighbour interactions makes it a much more

realistic model of a dilute magnet than that proposed by Or-

bach and Yu whose calculations only accounted for nearest



neighbour exchange. In

frequencY ferromagnetic or

sity of states obeYs the

Orbach and Yu.

I

addition it is shown that the low

antiferromagnetic spin wave den-

same scaling laws as obtained by

This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 contains

a brief review of some basic results and techniques which

form the basis of the calculations presented in the later

chapters. In particular we include a brief discussion of

real space renormalization group techniques and their appli-

cation to the solution of. various problems on fractal lat-

tices. In chapter 3 we present the phenomena to be studied

and to illustrate the technique of real space rescaling we

give a detailed account of the solution of an exactly solv-

able model, namely a linear chain of ferromagnetic spins.

We then proceed to define a model of a dilute ferromagnet

and and to calculate the associated eigenvalue spectrum and

the exponent characterizing the form of the low frequency

density of states. Chapler 4 contains a similar analysis to

that already treated in chapter 3 except now we consider the

case of an antiferromagnet. Finally in chapter 5 we present

our conclusions and indicate the directions in which future

research wiIl follow.



Chapter I I

SOME PREL]MINARY RESULTS

2.1 REAL SPACE RESCALING

A theory of thermal critical phenomena was put forth in

the early 1970's by K.G. Wilson 131,321, to provide a sys-

tematic method for calculaling the various critical expo-

nents characterizing the povrer law behaviour of the thermo-

dynamic functions near the critical point.

The difficutty in describing a system near its critical
point lies in the fact that near this point there are a

Iarge number of degrees of freedom correlated over a multi-

tude of length scales [10]. The spatial extent over which

these degrees of freedom are coupled is caLled the correla-

tion length and in fact, right at the critical point this

characteristic Iength diverges. The divergence of the cor-

relation length has a very profound impact on the physics of

the system since it is this (divergent) length which induces

the singular behaviour in the Helmho1tz free energy and

hence in all other thermodynamic variables. Furthermore, it

is this very same idea of a divergent correlation length

which forms the basis for the renormalization group analysis

of WiIson.

-9
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Àt the critical point lhe system is invariant under

dilations, of equivalently, the system is self similar on

all length scales, while in the vicinty of the critical

point this dilational symmetry is broken, to an extent whích

increases as the system moves further avray from criticali-

ty t161. The reason for this dilational invariance at the

criÈical point is relat,ed to the fact that the correlation

length E, the only relevant length in t'he problem, is inf i-

nitei to see how a diverging correlaÈion length can give

rise to self similarity consider the following argument.

Suppose the System is critical and we perform Some transfor-

mation which corresponds to increasing the lattice spacing

by some factor b. Now the only length with which the system

has to compare such a change is the correlation length E,

which is infinite, and so the system does not notice the

change. In other words, ât Tc the system is insensitve to

changes in length scale since the only other length with

which to compare this change has become infinite.

Length scaling techniques generally involve exploring the

consequences of changing some reference length in the sys-

tem, while maintaining the properties of the system on some

gross scale [25]. For example one can visualize increasing

the lattice spacing by some scaling factor b while maintain-

ing the absolute correlation length E. Àpplying such a

transformation recursively then I cQEresponds to increasing

the lattice spacing (from 'a') up to about the size of the
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correfation length (assumed Iarge but nevertheless finite)

at which poinl the problems encountered initially with the

large range of length scales have been eliminated 127).

Such methods vtere originally designed within the context of

thermal critical phenomena to exploit the diverging correla-

tion length and associated self similarity. The formalism,

however, can equally well be applied to obtain the non

critical dynamic properties of fractals which are intrinsi-

calIy self similar (exact or statistically) and may be con-

sidered to have an infinite correlation length by defini-

tion.

The Hamiltonian H[ {P( i ) }] describing the dynamics of a

system is a function of a set of parameters [p(i)]' which

are characteristic of the particular system under considera-

tion. This set of parameters defines a point in an abstract

space called parameter space. Under successive applications

of a renormalization group transformation R(b) of scaling

factor b these parameters are modified, which can be visual-

ized as describing a trajectory in this space. Symbolical-

1y, this translates into

{p'(i)} R(b) tp(i)Ì (2 .1 -1 ')

Such a transformation R(b) then defines a set of recursion

relations between the various parameters P(i). Furthermore,

these parameters will in general possess certain special

values {px ( i ) }, called fixed points, which remain invariant
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under the length scaling transformation R(b). This invari-

ance of {p(i)} under R(b) is equivalent to the statement

that the system ( which is described by tp(i)Ì ) is insensi-

tive to changes in length scale, ie. it is self similar.

This however is precisely the situation which arises at the

critical point and thus it is clear that the fixed poinLs of

our renormalization group transformation are intimately re-

lated to the critical point. In the case of simple one di-

mensional systems the fixed points do in fact correspond to

the critical point, whereas in more complicated systems in

higher dimensions the fixed point only determines a point on

a critical manifold, the actual critical point then lying

somewhere on this critical surface.

Such length scaling transformations can be implernented in

either momentum space as in wilson's original formulation,

or in position space, which for our purposes wilI be the

only suitable method. The simplest real space renormalíza-

tion scheme is that of decimation, which consists of elimi-
nating a fraction N' = (U 1)/A of the original N sites,
where b is called the scaling factor, the result being a new

lattice with spacing a'= ba. In order that the physics be

preserved we impose the restriction of covariance on the

equations of motion, as determined from the specific form of

the Hamiltonian. Normally one only works with the linear-

ized form of the recursion relations, valid only near the

critical point. In thermal critical phenomena this a1lows
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a deLermination of the critical exponents whereas in t,he

case of fractals it will provide a basis for the calculation

of the exponent characterizing the Iow frequency density of

st.ates. Linearizing our recursion relations

P' R(b) P (2.1-2)

about the fixed point P*, gives [7]

I p' (ø) P*(o) l )* t(a,ß) L P(p) P*(p) l
o"

(2.1-3)

where

T(a,ß) [dP' ( a) /ap(P)J P* (2.1-4)

Let À(i) denote an eigenvalue of T(a.,ß) and ô(í,a) ttre cor-

responding eigenvector. ie.

\---/_ T(a,9) ó(i,a) = ì.(i) Q(i,p) (2.1-5)
í

We now define normal coordinates u(i), êlso called Wegner's

scaling f ields t30l by

u(i) 7_ O(i,¿) [ P(ø) P*(¿) l (2.1-6)
CL

noting that at the.fixed point they vanish identically. It

then follows that

L-o(i,o.) [ P'(ø)
a

u' ( i )

À(i) u(i)

P*(ø) l

(2.1-7)
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There are three cases to consider

1

2"

lrtill '
lrtill <

lr{i) ¡ =

re levan t
i rrelevant

marginal

1

1 f

u(i)
u(i)
u(i)3

of which case 1 will be our only concern. To see how such a

formalism provides us with exponents characterizing the div-

ergence of various thermodynamic quantities consider the

following: Since the scaling field is identically zero at

the critical point, 'Ic, we assume that avray from this point

u(i) is proportional to (t-tc). Now, it is know experimen-

tally thaÈ as one approaches the critical point, the corre-
--, r)

Iation length { diverges like (t-tc) , where z is a criti-

ca1 exponent. The rescaled system' away from the critical
point Tc, has a ner¡ temperature T' and a new correlation

Iength €'. Taking the ratio of t to E' and using the fact

that under the renormalization group transformation E'=E/b

and u( i )'=À u( i ) it f ollows that u=¡.' , and so v =

In(b)r/]n(À). rt may happen thal a particular matrix Î(a,þ)

has more than one eigenvalue which is relevant. In this

case we will consider only the largest eigenvalue since it

follows from (2.1-7 ) tt¡at the largest eigenvalue corresponds

to moving away from criticality the fastest under successive

renormalization group transf omations.

1 I



^ I) GREEN FUNCTIONS AND FUNCTIONÀL INTEGRALS

The spectral properties of a system are

tained if one works within the functional

ism. By spectral properties we shall have

sity of. states( cf. section 2.31

The Green function operator is defined

of. the following operator equation

15

most easily ob-

integral formal-

in mind the den-

to be a solution

(2.2-2)

(zI H)C I (2 .2-1)

where I is the ident,ity operator and z = E + ír¡ is the (com-

plex) energy. We shall eventually be interested in calcu-

lating the average density of states per site which is re-

lated to the imaginary part of the trace of the following

diagonal matrix element divided by N:

c(i,i) il (zI
*1

H) 1>

It will prove useful, in discussing the Green function

technique, to make reference to a particular model Hamilto-

nian , which, for historical purposes we choose to be of

the tight-binding form (rnH), commonly used to describe sim-

ple electronic systems [5]. Such a Hamiltonian is rather

universal, in the sense that by re-interpreting the parame-

ters defining the TBH we will be able to describe a wide

range of physical systems including latt,ice vibrations, Is-
ing Glauber dynamics and both ferromagnetic as well as anti-
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H +

(2.2-3)

Ì.rhere l j >

site j and e(j) and V(j,k) represent the diagonal and off-
diagonal matrix elements of Ht respectively, in this (Wanni-

er) basis. Inserting the identity operator into (1), be-

tween ( zI - H ) and G, in the form

ferromagnetic sPin wave

by

I

and taking

both sides

scription
ator for a

z

dynamics. The TBH is formally given

In the case of a one dimensional ordered

tion scheme of real space renormalization

actIy, in which case the calculation of

Green function

'{ "'
<c> = (1/ñ) l. " c( i, i )

L

lj > v(j,k) kl

(2.2-4)

system the decima-

can be applied ex-

the site averaged

Q.2-6)

l
)*
j,k

"ì_k
lx kl

matrix elements between states l f >

leads to the following "eguation of motion" de-

of the matrix elements of the Green function oper-

Hamiltonian of the tight-binding form:

- e(]) ) c(I,m) = ô(r,m) . )_:_, v(r,k) c(k,m)
k

Q.2-5')



involves onIY the calculation

since translational invariance

of one G(i,i),
implies
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say G(0,0),

c(i,i) G(j,j) for all i and j

On the other hand, in the case of a fractal structure, which

is not translationally invariant, the sites are not all

equivalent and so a similar approach based on the calcula-

tion of aII the G(i,i) is clearly impractical. Thus we seek

an alternate method which wil] enable us to calculate <G>

directly, without having to calculate each G(i'i) individu-

ally. Such a method is embodied in the so-called functional

integral formalism.

It is instructive, at this point, to make contact with

the field of st,atistical mechanics where one encounters a

similar problem. For example, in statistical mechanics one

often wishes to calculate the average internal energy of a

system. Now, the internal energy U of the system as a whole

is determined by the energies e(i) associated with the vari-

ous degrees of freedom of the constituent particles. Since

the number of degrees of freedom is generally of the order

of 1023, a calculation of U based on

[J= (1/n)>-e(i) (2.2-7')
i

is clearly not feasible. However, by calculating the parti-

tion function Z(N,H), one can obtain U by performing a sim-

ple derivative of the logarithm of z(N,H).
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In complete analogy with statistical mechanics thenr w€

def ine a quantity Õ(H,r¡; z ) which is f ormally the equivalent

ot. the Helmholtz free energy F(N,H) 1121. However, whereas

F(N,H) is a strictly real-valued functional of its argu-

ments, Õ(Nrtl¡z) ffiay, in general assume complex values [11] .

iÞ(N, H¡z) In E(N,Hiz) (2,2-8')

where

E(N, H¡z) i S(N,u¡z) ) (2.2-9)

and

f_I Du expl

"t

S(N,u¡z) (1/2) u ( zI H)U (2.2-10')

(2 ,2-11)

and

To prove

G(I,m) is

{
..t

Du
l-l
,LL

J

il¡li

du(j)

where the u(j) are the expansion coefficients of U in our

tight-binding basis.

We nov¡ claim that within this functional integral formal-

ism a consistent definition of the Green function is

G ( I,m) Jor, ,r(t)u(m) expI i s(N,u¡z) J (2.2-12)
J ou expt t s(N,u¡z) l

our claim we must show that such a definition of

consistent with equation (2.2-5). Let



I ( 1,m) L

{uu u(r) ta,/au(m)l expl s(N,H¡z) l

j o" exp[ i s(N ,H;z) ]

integrate the by parts. The

odd. We obtain

19

(2.2-13)

sur face

then

First
term vanishes since

right hand side

the inteÇrand is

r(1,m) -6 ( r,m)

Now vre evaluate I ( I,m) by perf orming the derivative

the integrand before performing the u(i) integrals.

note that from the definition Q.2-10) of S(N,tl;z)

simple matrix multiplication we have

S(N,u¡z) = (1/2)l- u(j)2 ( z- e(j) )

l
(1/2) L u( j) u(k) v( j,k)

jk

Thus we can write I(1,m) as

(2.2-14)

(2.2-15)

Du u(1) u(m) lz e(m)l expI s (N,H¡zl l

within

First
and by

i:
I

J
1

r(1,m) 1

r
J

J o" expl i
Du u(1) u(k) v(1,k)

s(N,H¡z) l

expI i s(N,u¡z) J

I

i Du expl i s(N,H¡z) ]

Equating (2.2-14)

of (2.2-5) if the

and (2.2-16) Ieads

definifion (2.2-12')

(2.2-16)

to the previous result
for G(1,m) is adopted.

In addition,
to s(N,H¡z) the

we can obtain G(1,m) f rom aÞ(N,H;z) by adding

quantity dU

A = ( O(l),ô(Z),...,d(¡¡) ) (2.2-17)
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O i s comnronlY ref erred

so vre can di f f erent iate

set ó = 0. So

to as

with

a ghosÈ

re spec t
f ietd
to it

and is

and in

i nserted

the end

d 2iÞ

G( I,m) (2.2-18)
dO(1)dø(m)

Thus it is clear v¡hy Õ(N,u;z)

A1so, note that

15 a generating function.

diÞ 1

2

ì

,J
ou u(j)2 expI i s(N,H¡z) ]

(2 .2-1e)
dz

J
Du expI 1 s(u,H;z) l

and so yre arrive at the important result

<G> 2(da/dz) (2.2-20)

Finally, the average density of states (OOS) is defined by

p(n, n) (1/Nr) rm <c> (2,2-21)

or using the resulL (2.2-20) it follows that

p(g,n) (2/nr ) rm (aø/az) (2.2-22)

It should be noted that (2.2-22) only yields the true densi-

ty of states in the limit 4 tending to zero. For n finite

but, small, we will stí11 refer to p(g,n) as the density of

states, the value of n then determining the precision to

which each eigenvalue can be obtained from lhe DOS [28].
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Having described the formalism, r,¡e noÌ^¡ proceed to illus-

traEe how it may be implemented using real space techniques.

Since our Green function is defined in terms of E(N,H¡z), it

is clear thaL a determination of G(1,m) must begin with a

calculation of E(N,ll;z). The proceedure v¡e adopt is not un-

like the Wilson momentum space method used in critical phe-

nomena where one evaluates the partition function in steps,

successively integrating out the high momentum (short wavel-

ength) components until one has accounted for aIl length

scales up to the correlation length v¡ith having faced aIl

the length scales at once. In the real space method we cal-
culate E(N,H;z) by integrating over a fraction of the u(i)'s
on the smallest length scaIe, progressively.

We begin by dividing up our lattice into two sublattices.
Let w = (w(1) ,w(2) ,... tw(N) ) represent lhe variables which

will be integrated over during the initial decimation, and V

= (v(1),v(2) ,...,v(I.{) ) represent the variables which wiIl
remain unintegrated. Then, in this nevr basis ( zf H ) can

be represented as

[(=r-n,.,) -n,r l

L-",, ("r-Hrr)l

where (zI-ur r ) only involves sites remaining

onJ-y involves sites which are to be eliminated.

(2.2-23)

and (zI-tlzz)

Then



s(N,H;z) = (1/2) {

+(1 /2) {

'r

w

V(zI Hrr ) v

Hzz)w

t
V Hr z W

t- W Hzr V
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]

]

(2.2-24)

(2,2-28)

-L
I zI

Now

is

Then it follows

of two distinct

we perform the following transformation (whose Jacobian

unity)

w'=w+ (zt-H2rf1 Hzrv (2.2-25)

that S(N,H;z) can be decomposed into the sum

parts, namely

s(N,H;z) (1/2) [ v H' ) v + w ( zt Hzz)wl
(2.2-26)

zII
I

where

H' Hrr + Htz( zI Hzz )-1 H. (2.2-27 )

It should be noted that the transformation (2.2-25) defines

a new Hamiltonian given by (2.2-27\ which itself defines a

set of recursion relations for the parameters appearing in

the original Hamiltonian. Furthermore, this set of recur-

sion relations is (and must be) identical to the set ob-

tained by performing decimations on equation (2.2-5) direct-
ly. Using expression (2.2-26) for S(N,H;z) we now proceed

to perform a partial sum in (2.2-9) by integrating over the

variables w(j) and employing the identity

r

J
Duexpl i(1/2)ueu] ñllz

/laet(e) lu/'"(2rí)
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valid for any symmetric N by N matrix À 16,171. It then

follows that

!

Õ(N,H¡z) ln{ Du exp I (í/2) v zI- H')vlÌ

+ (x'/z) tn (zri) (1 /2) In I det ( zt Hzz ) l

(2.2-29)

where N' is the number of sites being eliminated. We drop

the constant term since it doesn't affect the density of

states (which is related to a derivative of (2.2-29) with

respect to z). The procedure outlined above can be summa-

fized as

1. Divide the sites into two groups V and W

2. Perform the corresponding blocking of the Hamiltonian

3. Transform to new variables W'

4. Integrate over the w'(j)

Now this process is iterated until suitable convergence is
obtained. It is clear that each time steps 1 to 4 are re-
peated we obtain a formally identical expression for
iÞ(N,H¡z) (but with N scaled down by some finite fraction b )

as well as a term proportional to

c(1) ln det I zt
t.4l

Hzz l (2.2-30)

Thus as we iterate the transformation Q.2-27) n times we

generate a finite series C(n) given by
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(2.2-31)c(n) ç-
"(_ c(1)

I=1

In the limit n going to infinity this series converges due

to the f inite imaginary part , Tl, and having eliminated all

the sites v¡e then obtain Õ(N,n¡z) trivially as

iÞ(N,H;ù =rimË c(r) (2.2-32)
n_'¡.:" l=a

It should be emphasised that one doesn't really have to

physically calculate the integrals appearing in the defini-

tion of Õ(N,H;z) since it follows from Q.2-29) that this is

equivalent to being able to calculate the determinant of

(zf-Hzz) at each stage of the iteration process' which may

be determined directly by decimating the equations of mo-

tion.
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2.3 DENSITY OF STATES

Consider a periodic Euclidean lattice of integer dimen-

sionality d. The low f requency density of states, p(,,s), for

excitations of frequency o)t is determined by the low fre-
quency limiting form of the dispersion relation ar(k) and

from a proper mode counting in reciprocal space. Since this
present work is devoted to a study of spin wave dynamics we

will confine our discussions of the density of states within

the context of magnetism. The formalism, however, will be

equally applicable to the sirnilar concept in electron or

phonon-like systems.

The ground state of a simple ferromagnet has all spins

parallel t10] and corresponds to an energy oÍ. Eo. The next

highest state in energy, Eo+A, is one corresponding to a

single spin deviation which is shared among the N spins of

the lattice, giving rise to a low energy excitation termed a

spin vrave. The corresponding quantum counterpart, namely

quantized spin waves or magnons, have a single polarization

direction for each value of the wavevector k, and so it fol-
lows that in d dimensions the number of modes with wavevec-

tor less than k is proportional to the volume in k-space.

1e.
á

N(k) -- k (2.3-1)
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of spin

definedrangecoEoco+

p(úd) dn/da (2.3-2J

ot using the chain rule of differentiation

p((') ( dN/dk ) ( an,/a<¿ ) ( 2.3-3 )

But for small k the spin wave dispersion relation for a fer-

romagnet has the following form l2l

o.¡(k) ._ k2 (2.3-4)

and so it follows from (2.3-3) and (2.3-4) that

P (a) *¡ àti: - t (2.3-5)a

which describes the low frequency density of ferromagnetic

spin waves. In the case of an antiferromagnet the small k

dispersion relation has the form

o.¡(k) ^, k (2.3-6)

and so the expression corresponding to Q.3-5) is

P (a) *' ,tl. * I (2.3-7 )o)

Now consider a non-translationally
as a fractal lattice. It is natural

invariant object such

to ask whether or not
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there exits a relation analogous to (2.3-5) or (2.3-7), ie.

does the densJ.ty of states in a disordered system obey a

scaling law at low frequency. The answer to this question

turns ouÈ to be yesr and in order to provide a theoretical
basis for yrhy such a scaling law should be followed and to
predict the form of the exponent v¡e proceed as follows: It
is clear that to take into account the reduced dímensionali-

ty of the disordered system we must, replace the Euclidean

dimensionality d by fractal dimensionality ä. Furthermore

we make the scaling ansatz

7ì
a(q) '.' q ( 2.3-8 )

where q is a reciprocal length and z is the exponent charac-

terising the form of the dispersion relation for smal-I q.

Again using our definition (2.3-3) for the density of states
(wittr k replaced by q), it follows that

i-r
F (a;) ^, e (2.3-9)

IÈ is useful to see how such a scaling form for the density
of states translates into a scaling law for a bulk property

such as the specif ic heat C(T)=(Aerlaf). Using the fact that
the number of magnons, n(q), excited at temperature T is de-

termined by a Bose- Einstein distribution function and that
each magnon contributes an energy e(q)= hr^¡(q) to the total,
it follows that the total energy E(T) is given by

E (T) i- e(q) n(q) p(¿¡) n(c¿) dc¿= lþ)rì
v

( 2.3-1 0 )
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rrhere

4

n (o-r ) I exp( phr,r) 1l (2.3-11)

FinalIy, performing the derivative with respect to T leads

to a form for the low temperature specific heat given by

leading to a form of the low temperature specific heat given

by
,;

c(r) - r (2.3-12')

where $re have defined the spectral dimension d to be

d d/ z (2.3-13)

In a homogeneous system, the fractal dimension and the Eu-

clidean dimension coincÍde. Furthermore the exponent z can

be derived from a fixed point analysis of a rescaling trans-

formation and in chapters 3 and 4 we show explicitly that

for the homogeneous Iinear ferromagnet and antiferromagnet z

is equal to 2 and 1 respectively. Thus we recover our pre-

vious resuLts of (2.3-5) and (2.3-7).



Chapter

FERROMÀGNETI C

III

SPIN WÀVES

3.1 DESCRIPTION

We begin our description of ferromagnetic spin waves, the

Iow-lying excitations characteristic of a magnetic system,

with the specification of the Heisenberg Hamiltonian given

by

H = -f/2)î-- J(R-R') s(R,r) s(R',r) (3.1-'1 )
R, R'

where J(R-R') >

voring alignment of adjacent spins, and S(n,t) is the spin

operator acting at a lattice site described by the lattice
vect,or R. At absolute zero the state of the ferromagnet is
the one of lowest energy and in fact corresponds to a situ-
ation where aII spins are aligned. It is convenient to in-
troduce the spin deviation operaÈors Si (R,t) and S (n,t) de-

fined by

-i x v's'(R,t) = s (R,t) + iS'(R,t)
(3.1-2)

s (R,t) = sn(R,t) - isY(R,t)

29
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these spin
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deviat íon operators,

H (1/a)>: J(R-R') s+(n,r)s (R',r)
R, R'

(1/q)X: J(R-R') s"-(R,r)s+{R',r) (3.1-3)
R, R'

(1/2)2: J(R-R' ) s*(n,t)sË(R',r)
R, R'

The dynamics of the transverse

is determined by the following

€t

i"h s (R",t) = t

component of spin,

Heisenberg equation

_!".

s'(R"rt) , H ]

s-þ(n,t)s (R',t) l

s (R",t),

of motion

(3.1-4)

¿
I

(3.1-6)

where Ie,s]=AB-BÀ denotes the commutator of two arbitrary
operators A and B, and the dot denotes differentiation with

respect to time. Inserting expression (3.1-3) for H into
(3.1-4) and setting ã=1 gives

1 ð+(R",t) -(1/4) Y,¡(n-n' ) [ s*(R",r)
R, R'

-(1/4)L ¡(n-n') [ ,-l',*",r)
R, R'

-(1/2)Y ¡(R'R') [ s*(R",r)
R, R'

s--(R,r)s (R',t) l

sa(n,t)s7(R',t) l

( 3.'1-5 )

I

I

Then using the fact that

z
S (R,t) s (R"t) l 2S (R,t) ô( R-R')

t:

-+

s (R,t) s (R"t) l st(R,t) ô( R-R')
-1-

t
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it follows that (3.1-5) may be written as

i.å*(n,t) -(/z)>: r(R-R')
R, R'

- (1/2)l: r(R-R')
R, R'

+ (1/2) X_ J(R-R')
R, R'

+ (1/2) L J(R-R')
R, R'

s+(n',t)s# (R,t)

sz(n,t)s+{n',t)

s?(n,,t)s*(n,r)

s*(R,t)st(*',a)

(3.1-7)

Since we are interested in the low lying excitations (ie.

the spin waves) it is natural to let (3.1-7), an operator

equation f or S'f (R, t ) , act on the ground state l0> which is
given (exactly) by the tensor product of eigenstates of the

operator sz(R,t) with maximum eigenvalue s.

Io> (3.1-8)
R

Then by what amounts to replacing Sz(R,t) by its
the ground stater w€ obtain the Iinearized form

given by

average 1n

of (3.1-7)

"+iS (R,t) s"f- J(R-R') i s*(R,r) s+(R',t) ]
R'

(3.1-e)

Fina1ly, Fourier transforming with respect to time leads to

i s )-" "r(R-R') s )-. .l(R-R') (Rt r¿,;)
R'

a) ] si (R,<,;)
R'

I"
s

( 3.1-1 0 )



F
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3¿

which is the starting point for our real- space rescaling.

If. the lattice vectors R lie on a Bravais lattice, then the

usual method of solution is to perform a (spatiat) Fourier

transform of ( 3.1 -1 0 ) , immediately diagonalizing the problem

t5l. In the case of non-Bravais lattices such as the Viscek

snowftake or Sierpinski gasket, Such a method wilI not work,

and we are forced to use the real-space rescaling approach.
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3.2 HEISENBERG pYNÀMICS OF A PURE FERROMÀGNETI C LI NEAR
XHAIN

In order Èo illustrate how length scaling methods can be

applied to obtain recursion relations between the parame-

ters, Eixed points, eigenvalues and exponents, it is in-

structive to consider a specific example where these may be

calculated analytically. The simplest such example concerns

the dynamics of a pure ferromagnetic chain, and for simplic-

ity we restrict interactions to nearest neighbour exhange

only. Since the chain is homogeneous J(R-R') = J for all R

and R' (3.1-10) may be written as l25l

.F + +(z o)s (n,o) s (R+a,Q) + s (R-a,o) (3.2-1)

where Q = a/J is a reduced energy, and 'a' is the lattice

constant and we have set S=1 for convenience. The procedure

is to eliminate S-þ(R+¿,9¡ and St(R-a,O) by using (3.2-1)

with R replaced by R+ba and R-ba where b is the rescaling

factor. We are, however, ât liberty to choose the particu-

lar rescaling factor to be used and in the case of an or-

dered system this choice is dictated purely by convenience

whereas in the case of an exact fractal structure we do not

necessarily have the luxury of choosing b since it is

uniquely determined once we have specified the structure it-

self. Suppose we were to choose a scaling factor of 2.

Then we would eliminate S"F(R+a,O) and S*(R-a,O) f rom ( 3.2-1 )
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in favour of S (R+2a,Q) and S (n-2a,O) and f ind that S
L
t (n,o)

is now described by

I-r + (R+2a,O)
"t" (R-2a,Q)

(3,2-21
{2 (¿o 02)]s(n,o) S + S

Pictorially the elimination process corresponds to the foI-

low i ng

-t L. -,JL, ^< i., .-{ ¿-

It is clear that vre may write (3.2-2 ) in a covariant f orm by

defining

ç¿' = 4Q ç¿2 ( 3.2-3 )

This transformation has two qualitatively

behaviour. For ç¿>4 and Q<0 O' tends to

teration whereas for aII other vaLues of

tion behaves chaotically.

different types of

infinity under in-
Q the transforma-

For sma1l wavevector k, we make the scaling ansatz, name-

1y

'L

ç¿ ck (3.2-4)

where C is a constant and z is the dynamic exponent. When

(3.2-4) is valid we are justified in working with the lin-

earized form of (3.2-3, which is obtained by expanding O' in

a Taylor series about its fixed point. Then
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( ç¿' ç*) T a e*) ( 3.2-5 )

where

À (d0'rldg) (3.2-61

is called an eigenvalue and is evaluated at a fixed point.

The recursion relation (3.2-3) has two fixed points, Q*=0

and Q*=3, with corresponding eigenvalues 4 and -2 respec-

tively. The O*=O fixed point describes how the excitation

energy depends on length scale at low ¿,.r and can be used to

extract the exponent zi the Q*=3 fixed point, however, is

only an artifact of our b=2 scaling factor and hence is not

physically meaningf uI. Furthermore, i f Yte denote the vrave-

vector of our rescaled lattice by k' then

kt 2k (3 .2-7 )

and taking the ratio of (3.2-q)

counterpart in the rescaled system

(3.2-7 ) it follows that

wirh its
and using

corresponding
(3.2-5) and

L
À 2 (3"2-8)

and so z = In(4)/LnQ) = 2, the well known quadratic disper-

sion for a linear ferromagnetic chain. The similarity with

critical phenomena should now be obvious, since the fixed

point O*=0 and the dynamic exponent z are entirely analogous

to the critical point Tc and the critical exponent t).



We could equally well have chosen a

in which case vre would have f ound that

sponding to Q.7) was given by

t 2 ( go - 6e2 + e3 ) ] s-þ(n,r) = s't

36

rescaling factor of 3

the expression corre-

+(R+3a r<o) + s (n-3arc.r)

(3.2-9)

and so the restriction of covariance implies the transforma-

tion

Q' 90 6Qz + Q3 (3.2-10)

which has the fixed points Q* = 0, Q*= 2, and O* = 4t yield-
ing the eigenvalues 9, -3 and 9 respectively. Again the

O*=0 fixed point is the only physical one and proceeding in

exactly the same fashion, one can show that the dynamic ex-

ponent z is given by z = 1n(9)/ln(3) = 2 as before. Thus vre

see that the particular choice of rescaling factor is not

crucial. Choosing different rescaling factors simply means

that our recursion relations will be different and hence in
general will have different fixed points. The physics, how-

ever, which is related to the largest eigenvalue, does not

change.

The form of the ful} dispersion relation 126l

0 g(k) (3 .2-11')

can be obtained from the recursion relation for fl as given

by (3.2-3) wittr k'=2k, and is a solution to the following
non- linear functional equation
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9(2k) = a s(k) g(k)2 (3.2-12)

It can be easily verified that the solution is given by

g(k)=211-cos(øk)l ( 3.2-13 )
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3.3 THE VISCEK SNOI¡ÍFLAKE - A DILUTE FERROMAGNET

Às mentioned in Lhe introduction, the Viscek snowflake,

pictured below, is an example of an exact fractal which is

constructed in a recursive fashion. It is, in fact, this

same recursive nature that makes such objects ideally suited

to the decimation method of real space renormalization. The

indicated numbering scheme is entirely arbitrary and serves

only as an aid when discussing the elimination process.

Í{'

t

ll

dc

nq

't

'fo

2

1T

rì

I

9

3

Such a lattice can be viewed as an ordinary sguare lat-
tice with sites and bonds absent, the number removed being

proportional to the stage of decoration, and corresponds to

a structure with reduced dimensionality. As a model of a

dilute ferromagnetic systemr w€ are to picture at each of

the sites a spin coupled to its nearest and next nearest

neighbours by exchange interactions Jr and J2 respectively.

The reason v¡e include the second neighbour interactions from

the very outset is that even if they were absent to sLart
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v¡ith, the decimation procedure generates them during the

first stage. This is not unlike the usual difficulty of

proliferation of int,eractions characteristic of two and

higher dimensions 1211, however in this example such a pro-

liferation does not extend beyond second neighbours. Thus

to obtain a truly general set of recursion relations we must

aIlow for these addtional interactions from the very begin-

ning. It follows then that our expression (3.1-10) for the

transverse Fourier component of the spin operator Sþ(nrt)

can be written as

+
S (Rrc,.,) L J(R-R') s+(R',c..,)I zrJ, + zzJz O

R'

(3.3-1)

where z1 and 22 denote the number of nearest and next near-

est neighbours, respectively, and R' now denotes a first or

second neighbour of R. Note that there are two basic types

of sites, those that have two first neighbours and one sec-

ond neighbour, and those that have four first neighbours and

two second neighbours. Adopting the notation

st(R,o¡) = u(n)

ez = 2Jt + Jz

e4 = LJt + 2Jz

V1 = -Jr (3.3-2)

Yz = -Jz

E=ú)

it follows that these two types of sites are described by
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E e2 ) u(n) )-- v(R') u(n')
R'

( 3.3-3 )
E e4 ) u(n")

R'
v(R') u(n')

The decimation procedure wiII be carried out in two

es. First we wiII perform the (simple) elimination of

5-12 inclusive leading to the following structure

stag-

sites

To illustrate we take sites 5

of the generic case. These

and 1 6 and the complete set

matrix equation

and 6 as being representative

in turn interact with sites 1

is described by the following

(E-ea ) -v, -V1 -V1 u( 1 )

-V2 (E-e¿ ) -vt -V1 u(2)
Ò

-Vl *v1 (s-ez) -Yz u(3)

-Vl -Vr -Y2 (e-ez) u(a)

( 3.3-4 )

where we have performed

16à

the following
g+3,6

site re-labeIIing
+42



Then performing the blocking transformation

elimination gives rise to a new Hamiltonian

.-1H' - Hrr + Hrz ( g - Hzz ) Hzt

f oI lowed

H'given

41

by site
by

( 3.3-5 )

The correspondence between H and H' defines the following

set of recursion relations

e4 + A

( 3.3-6 )

vt Yz + A

where

Â (2vrz)/(E ez Y2 ( 3.3-7 )

and so

to the

performing the same set of steps for sites 7-12 leads

following matrix equation for the remaining sites.

(g-e') -V1 _\t 
2 -V1 u(13) u(a)

-V1 (g-e') -v1 -Yz u(14) u(3)

-Yz -v1 (E-"') -v.' u(15) u(2)

-Vr -Y2 -vr (g-"' ) u(16) u(1)

(3.3-8)

lle now come to the second and final stage of the elimination
procedure which will involve inverting the above 4 by 4 ma-

trix. Defining

bcl (g-e ') -V1tC=-Yz ( 3.3-e )
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we find that

u(13) V' a u(4) + P( u(1) + u(3) ) + 7 u(2) l

u(14) VI CL u(3) + P( u(2) + u(4) ) + 7 u(1) l

u(15) V' [ ¿ u(2) + p( u(1) + u(3) ) + z u(4) l

u(16) vt t a u(1) + p( u(2) + u(a) ) + 7 u(3) l

( 3.3-1 0 )

where

c (a+c) 2b2
a=

(a c ) t ( a + c )2 4b2 l

b
p ( 3.3-1 1 )

a +

2

c )2 4b2

b2 c(a+c)
7= (a c ) t ( a + c )2 4b2 l

Eliminating sites 13,14,15 and 16 leads

of equations f or t,he corner sites 1 ,2,3

to the following set

and 4.

E ez' ) u(1) vr' I u(2) + u(a) I + vz' u(3)

E e2' ) u(2) Vr' I u(1) + u(3) l + Yz' u(a)

( E e2' ) u(3) Vr' Iu(2) + u(4) ] + Vz' u(1)

Vz' u(2)(e ez' ) u(3) Vr' I u(1) + u(3) ] +

(3.3-12)



vrhe re

ez' = ez + A + 6.Y'2

€4' = e4 + 2Ã + 2aY'2

Vlt = P\/t2

Yzt = IV'2

Note that e2' in (3.3-12) is e2' or e4' depending

the corresponding site has a coordination number

respectively. Defining the reduced variables

it
the

on

of
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(3.3-13)

whe the r

2or4

x vr/(E-"r) vz/(E-ezll , z (E-ea)/(rr-ez)

(3.3-14)

follows that our recursion relations can be written in

dimensionless form

Y

xt

Y'

f (x,y ,z) /l
g(x,y,z)/l

2h(x ,y,z)

h(x,Y,z) l

h(xry,z) l

1 - h(x,Y,z) l

(3.3-1s)

'1-

1-

)/tz' z

where f., g, and h are complicated functions of their argu-

ments ( c.f. appendix A ). This set of recursion relations

possesses six fixed points. However, since vre are interest-

ed in excitations from the ground state, E=0, the only rele-

vanL f ixed point will be the f ixed point (¡*,y:t ,Z*) , corre-

sponding to E=0, which is given by

(¡*, y*, Z't ) (1 /3 ,1 /3 ,2) (3.3-16)
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Linearizing about this fixed point we find that the largest

eigenvalue À is 15, and the associated eigenvector is Q/
2,2/ 2,0'). Expanding the scaling f ield, u, in terms of this
eigenvector leads to an expression for the scaling field
with leading order term linear in E. The dynamic exponent

is given by z=In(15)/ln(3), the fractal dimension is

d=In(5)/1n(3) and so the spectral dimension is In(5)/In(15)

=.59. Thus we expect the low frequency density of states

to obey the the scaling form

p(E)n E-"4n (3.3-17)

and so- should diverge at E=0.

frequency integrated density of

1i ke

follows that the low

N(E), should behave

AIso it
states,

C^

N(E) ^, E (3.3-18)

and so should go to zero as E goes to zero. In addition, a

ln-In plot of the integrated density of states should be

linear and have slope .59.

As mentioned in section 2 of chaptet 2, a determination

of the density of states is based upon our ability to calcu-

late the quantity detl(e-urr)l at any stage I of the elimi-
nation process. It follows from (2.3-4) and (2.3-B) that

the required determinant is of the form

det.[(e-nzr)] (E-e' +Vz ) 2 [ (e-e' -V z) 2-4V.,21
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ø [(n-"r)z-Yrzf+

I

(3.3-1e)

Furthermore, since the density of states is related to a de-

rivative of the logarithm of this quantitiy, and in antici-
pation of the fact that the resuÌting spectra will be highly

singular (making numerical differentiation impractical) it
is clear that v¡e should determine a set of recursion rela-
tions for the following derivatives:

d(E-ez)/dt dv 1 /dE dv 2/dE

Denoting the free energy Õ(N,H;z)

noting that the number of sites we

depends upon how many iterations k

vrere perf ormed in construct ing the

f ( 1+1 ) f(1)

per site as f(N,H;z) and

eliminate at any stage 1

of the decorating process

fractal, it follows that

t ç-j
det(e Hzz )l

( 3.3-20 )

R(k,1) In t

where

R(k,1) I N(k,r) N(k,1+1 ) J/1, 2 n(s) N(k,o) l
(3.3-21)

with n(g) denoting the number of sites in the block being

eliminated ( n(a)=12 ) and N(k,I) the number of sites on

the Viscek snowflake given that it has been decorated up to

some level k after which 1 decimations have been performed.

It is straightforward to show that
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(3.3-22)N(k,1) ?*q +1

Then in

fractal
the limit k going to infinity ( when we have a true

structure) we obtain

)l
(3.3-23)

Numerically, the density of states is now obtained by iter-
ating the recursion relations given in (3.3-13), accumulat-

ing f in (3.3-22) at each stage. Typically only about 20

iterations are required to obtain a precision of one part in

a million, however more iterations are required as the imag-

inary part of E is made smaller. Finally, taking the imagi-

nary part of f and multiplying by 2/o leads to the spectrum

in f igure 3. 1 . The int it ia1 condi t ions used to generate

this spectrum ltere Vr =-1 .0, V2=0.0 ¡ e z=2.0 , e q=4.0 and

rm(E)=1.o-03. Qualitatively the spectrum is very similar to

that found for other exact fractal lattices L4,281, notably

the Sierpinski gasket in two dimensions. À characteristic
feature of such lattices appears to be thaÈ their associated

spectra is highly singular and consists of gaps and peaks.

Referring now to figure 3.1, it appears that the only truly
localized mode occurs at E=2 since it. becomes a delta func-

tion in the limit of zero imaginary part. Furthermorer wê

find that as the imaginary part is made to vanish, the den-

sity of states at E=0 appears to diverge, supporting our

prevíous findings obtained from the fixed point analysis. A

! +1

f (1+1 ) f(r) -(1/6ts )tnIaet(n
lø\

Hzz
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good check on the calculation involves a determination of

the integrated density of states, N(r^.¡) , obtained by numeri-

caIly integrating the spectrum appearing in figure 3.1. If
properly normalized, the density of states should integrate
to unity I a result which rests upon the analytic properties

of the Green function t281. Figure 3.2 shows a plot of the

integrated density of states, confirming that it does indeed

integrate to one. Figure 3.3 is a ln-ln plot of the low

frequency integrated density of states. The linear portion

has a slope of 0.68, yielding an exponent in reasonable

agreement wit,h the one obtained from the fixed point analy-

sis.
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ChaPter IV

ANTIFERROMAGNETIC SPIN WAVES

4.1 DESCRT PTION

In our description of antiferromagnetic spin vraves we

shalt picture our lattice as being composed of two inter-
penetrating sublattices having equal and opposite values of

magnetization. The Hamiltonian describing such a collection
of spins is given by

H (1/2)>:- r(R-R') s(R,r) s(R',r) (4.1-1)
R, R'

where J(R-R') >¿u for aII RrR'. Proceeding in exactly the

same vray as in section (3.1) we introduce spin raising and

Iowering operators and after evaluating the various commuta-

torsr wê arrive at the following equation of motion for
I

s--(R,t)

+
S = (1/Ð lJ-. J(R-R' ) s'{ (n',t)s7(n,t)

R, R'

+ (1/Ð 2-.t(n-n' ) s*(n,t)s*(*',a)
RrR'

(1/2) >:. J(R-R') s7(n',r)s+(R,t)
R, R'

(1/z) î J(R*R' ) s+(n,r)s*(*',.)
R, R'

51

I (n,t)

(4 .1-2')
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which is the analogous expression to (3.1-7). At this point

in our discussion of the f erromagnet, v¡e replaced S (Rrt ) by

its average in the ground state, l0t , which is well de-

fined. However in the case of the antiferromagnet the

ground State is not known and what is commonly done is to

replace S (n,t) by its average value in the Neel state.

FoIlowing this convention, vte make the following substitu-

tion

s*(R,t) = (-1)'*o s (4.1-3)

where

o = 1 if R refers to a site on sublattice B
r<

a= 2 if. R refers to a site on sublattice A
R

We then arrive at the following

s+(n,t) L .l(R-R') { (-1)*u s+(R',r)
cl 

-1(-1)''
J
¡ (n,t) ]I S S

R'

(4.1-4)

Finally,
Ieads to

performing a Fourier transform with respect to time

the form

{ .¿ * s X .:(n-n,) (- li"'} s*(R,r)
R'

s(-1Í-X )
-L

(R'ra.,)J
I

R R S

R

(4.1-s)

which is the starting pcint for our real space rescaling.
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oF a PURE ANTTFERROMAGNETIC CHA]N

specializíng (4.1-5) to the case of nearest neighbour

change only it follows that
t"l -r. d. +

{ ,¿ + Js )--- (-t) " } s'(R,or) = Js(-1)ot }- s'(R',c'¡)
R' R'

ex-

where now R' represents a nearest neighbour of R.

necessary to distinguish the following two cases:

(4.2-1)

It is

on sublattice À (hence R' is
(4.2-1) becomes

1 R corresponds

on sublattice

( c,t zJS )

R corresponds

on sublattice

to a site
B). Then

+
si (n,or) = JS{ S (R-a rar) + S (R+arr.r) ]

(4.2-2)

+

E.

+

&

2 to a site
A). Then

+( -¿,., - 2JS ) (Rro¡) rs{
-f

s^(R-a,o) So (R+ar¿¡) ]

on sublat,tice B (hence Rr is
(4.2-1) becomes

+"

S
p:,

+

(4.2-3)

There are two basic ways to perform a rescaling transfor-

mation on the antiferromagnet. One vray is to perform a b =

2n decimation (n = 1,2r3r...) transforming the antiferromag-

net into a ferromagnet. Alternatively we can perform a b =

2n + 1 decimation in which case the dual sublatLice struc-

ture is preserved. Consider first a b = 2 decimation. Pro-
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ceeding as in chapter 3, we define a reduced (dimensionless)

frequency Q and setting S=1 for convenience we eliminate

s*(n-a,r)b)-
and S' (R+2

t\

and st (R*.,r) f rom (4.2-2) in f avour of st(R-2a,ar)-Li'-- -'-' íl

a,a) using (4.2-3'). vÍe obtain

(z +
S.

H

+ +
Q2 ) (n,o) S (R-2a,Q) + s (n+2a,Q)

A lì

(4.2-4)

This equation has the same form as (3.2-1) which describes

the ferromagnet, except that O is now replaced by Q2, and so

the results of section 3.2 apply. Letting Â = Q2 it folLows

that the appropriate rescaling transformation has the form

^'
4L ¡z (4.2-5),

v¡ith f ixed points ^Ar'=0 and Â*=3, and Iinearizing about the

fixed point Â*=O yields an eigenvalue of 4. Noting that the

scaling fíeld corresponding to the eigenvalue 4 is propor-

t ional to (n-¡'t ) - O2 , vre deduce that the assoc iated dynamic

exponent is 1.

Suppose insteadr w€ performed a b=3 decimation. This

would involve eliminating Sf {n-a,O) ana Sj (R+¿,9¡ in f avour
.L 'l-

of s.i (n-ga,o) and S,, (R+3a,O), and as we shall see is some-
r.fi

what more complicaÈed than the corresponding b=2 decimation

already treated. Suppose vte focus our attention on a par-

ticular À site which we arbítrarily assume is located at

site R. Then eliminating sites R+âr R-a, p+2a, and R-2a in

favour of sites p+3a and R-3a using equation (4.2-2) we
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{(ç¿

find that

by

+ 2Qz 03) 2
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the equation describing the site R vras novt

+I { tR,o) su (n-3a,Q) +S
ß

and so our rescaling transformation would have the form

ç¿' = Q + 2 Q2 g3

Now let us focus our attention on a

ed at R+3a. Then eliminating sites
using (4.2-3) it follows that the

site R+3a is now given by

{ -( o - 2Q2 - ç¿3 ) - 2 } sftn+aa,o)

+ (n+3a,o)

(4,2-6)

(4.2-7\

particular B site locat-
P+âr R+2a, R+4a and R+Sa

equation describing the

+
s (n,o) +

A
sj{n*ea,o)

(4.2-8)

and so the corresponding rescaring transformation is noÌr

given by

o' 0 2Q2 ç¿3 (4.2-9)

Notice that t,he rescaling transformations (4,2-7) and

(4.2-9) are different. rn other words under a b=3 rescaring

transformation the Q corresponding to the À sites is differ-
ent from that for the B sites, and hence we must start off
with a situation where these áre both different initialry.
Thus the most general set of equations to begin with are

given by
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+ _L
I *

(ao 2 )s (n,o) s (R-a,Q) + sß (R+a,Q)
Fl {t

( 4.2-10 )

+ +" (n+¿ rç¡-Qf,- 2 ) S (n,O) s (R-a,Q) + S Illq

(4 .2-11)

Then proceeding in exactly the same way

but using equatíons (4,2-9) and (4.2-10)

and (4.2-g) we find that our recursion

the form

as just indicated

instead of. (4.2-2)

relations now take

o '--Q20 +4OQ 2Qz +5 oj-l 4 Q,:
q lr r-i È& Fi

(4.2-12)

or--QA gz 4 Q^Q* * 2 aî. +50 4O^
t11

tt

Linearizing about the fixed point (0,0) yields the following

matrix T (c.f. eq.(2,1-4))z

5-4

-45 (4.2-13)

for which the largest eigenvalue is 9, with an associated

eigenvector of (1/ 2) ( 1r-1 ). It now follows f rom (2,1-6')

that the corresponding scaling field, u, is given by

u= (1/ 2) ( o^ 0 ) ( 4 .2-1 4)
¡1.

and under iteration scales Iike

u (1/ 2) ( QA s¿ )
(t

(4.2-15)
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which has a leading order term quadratic in O*= Or5 - O

Thus the dynamic exponent z is given by (1/Ð In(9)/Ln(3) = 1

as before.
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4.3 A DILUTE ANTIEERROMÀGNET

As with the ferromagnet, already treated in chapter 2, we

picture our laLt ice occupied with spins. Since vte have

adopted the two sublattice structure for our description of

the antiferromagnet, the direction of the z-component of

spin will alternate from +s to -s from site to site. Fur-

thermore, whereas in section 3.3 it was only necessary to

have one second neighbour interaction and to distinguish be-

tween two types of sites, it wilt be necessary in the case

of the antiferromagnet to distinguish between two types of

second neighbour interactions and between four types of

siÈes. In particular we shall have to distinguish between

second neighbour interactions between sites on sublattice A

and those on sublattice B. Also, wê shall have to distin-

guish between sites on sublattice À which have coordination

numbers of 2 and 4 v¡ith similarly coordinated sites on sub-

lattice B. Arbitrarily specifying site 1 to lie on sublat-

tice À (which then uniquely specifies on which sublattice

aII other sites lie), it follows from (3.3-5) ttrat these

four types of sites can be described by the following set of

equations:

(n ezú ) u(1) v1 [ u(5) + u(6) I + vz u(16)

(-e e2h ) u(2) v1 [ u(z) + u(8) I + vz u(15)
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(e e4h ) u(15) = Vr I u(z) + u(8) + u(14) + u(16) ]

+ yzt+[ u(2) + u(13) ]

(-e ê4e, ) u(16) = vr I u(5) + u(6) + u(13)

+ yzri[ u(1) + u(1a) ]

+ u(1s) l

(4.3-1)

where

e2A 2JrS Jze S

ê4ø = 2rr,u

JrS , Yzn =

t €2e. = 2J1S - Jzr3 S

= 2ezg

Yzc, = Jze S

t e 4& (4.3-2)

Vl Jzn S t

Then proceeding in exactly the same way as in section 2.3

and performing the partial elimination of sites 5-12 foI-

Iowed by the elimination of sites 13-16 yields the following

four equations describing the remaining sites:

(n ez,,\t ) u(1) Vr' I u(2) + u(¿) I + vzø' u(3)

(-n e2h ) u(2) vr' I u(1) + u(3) ] + V2ß u(A)

E €zF\' ) u(3) Vr' I u(2) + u(a) ] + VzR'u(1)

(-n "r,tr' ) u(+) Vr' I u(1) + u(3) l + v2rJ ' u(2)

(4.3-3)

where

Tlz4¡ I clz ,r*' , €2ßt Ílzr¡ + cLt v2$2

Vt t þ vzç¿ v2#,

e Zr\t

Vz¡¡ t 7z 9zrn2 , Vzràt 'l t v zt:j2

(4.3-4)
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and

\zn e2ú + A^

(4.3-s)

/ 2ç¡ Yzrr, * Au. ì vzç, Vzs + Aq

and

Ao, = 2v12/(-E-€2r"ì -Vz¡r ) A ri 2v12/(E-ezn -Vzr¿ )

(4.3-6)

and

âr ( az + c2 ) 2b2
cL1

(at cr ) t ( az + cz )( âr + c2 ) 4b2 l

dz ( ar + ct ) 2b2
Az ( az cz ) t ( ar + cz)( ãz + cz ) 4b2 l

b
p (4 .3-7 )

( ar + cr )( dz + c2 ) 4b2

2b2 cr ( az + cz )
,YI

( ar cr ) t ( ar + cl )( ã2 + cz ) 4b2 l

2b2 cz ( a' + cr )

7z cz ) t ( at + cr )( dz + czl 4b2 l( az

$rith

4+ø t ãz =

cr = -Vz¿'l I

E q+tl , b

= -Yzø

ât E

Cz

Vl

( 4.3-8 )
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Definining the reduced parameters

x vt/(E-urR) Yr vzçu/(E*ezr¡) Yz Yzrr/(E-e2,1 )

( 4.3-e )

Zt (E-eau¡)/ .E-ezal , zz = (E-e2ttl/(E-ezq)

zs = (E-eaû\/(E-e2p¡)

it follows

v¡ritten in

lhal the above set of

t,he following form¡

x'=f/(1-

yr' = gt/( 1 -

yz'=gz/( 1-

recursion relaLions can be

hr )

hr)

hr

Dl
¿¿1 ( zt 2hr )/( 1 hr

alL2 (zz hz )/( 1 hz

Zgt ( zs 2}'z )/( 1 hr )

where f., g,t, gz, hr, lnz, hs are complicated of their argu-

ments [c.f. appendix B]. The above six parameter map de-

scribes the trajectory of a point (xrY t tY2rZt,ZztZs) in a

six-dimensional parameter space. Àgain, seeking the E=0

fixed point which governs the behaviour of the density of

states at low energy r'te find that it is given by

(1/3,-1/3,-1/3,2,1,2). Linearizing about this f ixed point

ï¡e find that the largesL eigenvalue is given by À=15r âs ob-

tained in the ferromagnetic case treated in chapter 3. The
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associated scaling field, however, which is defined in terms

of the corresponding eigenvector (1/ 3) (1,- 1 ,-1,0,0,0) has a

leading order term which under iteration is quadratic in E'

in contrast to that for the ferromagnet which was linear in

E. Thus the dynamic exponent for the antiferromagnet is

half that for the ferromagnet and hence the spectral dimen-

sion is double. It follows then that the low frequency den-

sity of states should behave Iike

'tÇ
p (a) -' o> (4.3-10)

and so should tend to zero in the l imi t <¿ 0 . I n addit ion ,

we expect that a In-ln plot of the low frequency integrated

density of states should be linear and have slope 1.19.

Figure 4.1 is a plot of the antif errornagnetic density of

states. The initial conditions used to generate this plot

r.rere V1=1.0¡ Yzçt=Yz¡¿=0, ezl+=e2¡¡=2.0¡ €4¿ì=e4g=4.0¡ and

f m(E)=1 .d-03. CIearIy the spectra has much in common with

that for the ferromagnet, including the presence of locaI-

ized modes in the spectrum. AIso, w€ find that in the limit

of vanishing imaginary part that the density of states at

E=0 tends to zero , confirming our previous prediction from

the fixed point analysis. Figure 4,2 is a plot of the inte-

grated antiferromagnetic density of states indicating that

the spectra is properly normalized. Fina1ly, figure 4.3 is

a In-ln plot of the low frequency integrated density of

states. The linear portion has a slope of 1.01 which is in



reasonable agreement

points.
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with that predicted from the fixed
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Chapter V

CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion thenr w€ have proposed a model of a dilute

ferromagnet and antiferromagnet that is based upon a fractal

known as the Viscek snowflake. The appearance of Second

neighbour interactions in the recursion relations for the

parameters describing the Heisenburg Hamiltonian, while mak-

ing the model- more realistic, has led to an enlarged parame-

ter space of three and six dimensions respectively. Previ-

ously used exact fractals have had a parameter space of only

one dimension and the corresponding renormalization group

transformations have been well studied where it vras found

that extremely complicated behaviour could occur. This in-

crease to three and six dimensional maps thus offers incred-

ible scope for the possibility of observing qualitatively

ner¡ types of behaviour.

In addition, using real space renormalization group tech-

níques we have obtained the spectral dimension for both the

ferromagnet and antiferromagnet and have sholrn that they are

in agreement with the numerical calculation of the same us-

ing a f unctional integral met,hod. This, together with the

fact that t,he low frequency behaviour of our spectra shows

the same qualitative features as the model proposed by Or-

67
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bach and Yu indicates that we are justified in modelling a

dilute magnet using the Viscek snovrflake. In particular,

our results for the ferromagnet indicate a Spectral dimen-

sion of 1.18 whereas Orbach and Yu obtained the result d=1,

independent of dimension. Such a comparison is not possible

in the case of the antiferromagnet since the (numerical) re-

sults of Orbach and Yu are confined to three dimensions

only. Furthermore our results indicate that the effective

dimension d (characterizing the scaling behaviour of the low

frequency density of states) for the antiferromagnet is

twice that for the ferromagnet, similar to what occurs in

ordered magnetic systems. It thus appears that the effect

of diluting a ferromagnet and antiferromagnet is to preserve

this relationship between exponents.

One avenue of further work involves investigating the

special case of the situation already presented, where we

begin with a configuration for which all nearest neighbour

interactions are zero and second neighbour interactions hav-

ing some finite value. Since the nearest neighbour interac-

tions are zero initially they remain so under iteration and

the resulting situation is then one of an assembly of non-

interacting chains with lengths that are povrers of three.

Thus in this timit of zero V1 our model could be thought of

as describing a polymer suspension and finite Vr then corre-

sponding to some interaction between the polymer chains.
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The primary direction of research, however, will be one

which (hopefully) wiII shed additional light on the present-

Iy controversial topic of the existence (or non-existence)

of a qualitatively new type of excitation ca1led fractons.

As mentioned in the introduction, the recent work by Orbach

and Yu indicates that in a dilute ferromagnet there is a

sharp crossover to fracton excitations at small length

scales whereas no such behaviour was found for the antifer-

romagnet. By embedding the Viscek snowflake into a sguare

Iatt ice in the same vray as vtas done in ref erence i ] we hope

to address such a question. Thus the results which were

presented here are just a first step in the investigation of

this more general problem. The presence of next nearest

neighbour interactions poses additional difficulties since

no analytic results exist for the associated density of

states



APPendix A

FERROMAGNETIC RECURSTON RELÀTIONS

In terms of the reduced variableS X, Y, and Z our recur-

sion relations can be written in the form

Zt

x'=t/11-h)
y' = g/( 1- h )

( z 2 h )/( 1 - h )

(e.1)

(À.2)

(A.3)

where the functions f, g and h are defined as follows:

f = At/Bt (a.¿)

with

Ar = X[ y(1-Y) + 2N2 ]2

I (z-v) (1-v) - 2N2 l2 4x2(1-Y) 2

(e.s)

Bl

(À.6)

and

g = Az/Bz (e.z)

with

A.z = { Zxz11-v) + Yt (z-v)(1-v) - 2x2l } t v(1-v) + 2N2 12

(e.8 )

Bz = [ (z+v) (1-v) - 2N2 ] st (À.9)

h = 2yz/(1-t) + xe/Bs

70

and

(A.10)
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a,

a.

a

I

þ¡ith

Às t t z(1-Y) - 2N2 lt (z-Y)(1-v)

I v(1_v) + ZN2 ]2

Bs Bz

x' = 1<" /l (1-2X) ( SXz-12X+41

from which one obtaíns x*=1/3- AIso,

always) and so the recursion relation

y, = y3/(4_3y2)

and changing variables to Q using

Y = 2/(2-A)

we recover (3.2-1 0 ) .

if
for

2x2 l zxz(1-Y)2 ]
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(À.11 )

(A.12)

I (À.13)

X=0 lhen X*=0 (Z=2

Y reduces to

(A.14)

(e.1s)

It follows from (e.3) t.hat Z=2 (provided h is non-zero)

and so eliminating (1-h) from (a.1) using (a.Z) yields the

result Xtç- Y*. Then, substituting X=Y and Z=2 into (¡.1)

gives

..,-

i.,

ii.l'

t:

a.'

i:l

a..

:

':.

,

::

I

i.

.:ì

ìj.

t

t::
:l:

:.:,

:i:

.:.
:.

:'
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Appendix B

ANTIFERROMAGNET]C RECURSION RELATIONS

In terms of the reduced variables the recursion relations

for the antiferromagnet can be written as

x' = f/( 1 - h ) (8.1)

Yr' = gr/( 1 - h ) , Yz' = gz/( 1 - h ) (8.2)

zt =(zt 2ht)/(1- hr) (8.3)

zz =(zz hz)/(1- hr) (8.4)

zs = ( zs 2 hz )/( 1- hr ) (8.5)

where the f unctions f., 9t, 92, hr, and h2 âr€ given as f o1-

Iows:

f = er/81 (8.6)

with

Al I vz(1-vt) + 2N2 ] t ::ft(zz-Yz) + 2N2 l

Bl [ (zs-Yz)(1-Yr) 2x2 ]t
4x.2 ( 1-Y t ) (z z-Y z)

(9.7)

(z r-v t) (zz-tz) 2x2 l

(s.e)

and

9t = Az/Bz

Az = I zxz(1-vr) + Yz[ (zs-vz)(1-vt) 2N2 ] ]

4..

l:1.

lf:

ti:,

.:)

l;.

)::'

with

72

(¡.9)



I Yr(zz-Yz) + 2N2 ]2

Bz I (zt+Yr)(zz-Yz) 2x2 Br

9z A"/Bs

I Zxz(zr-Yz) + !zl (21-v1¡ (Zz-Yz¡

I vz(1-v.' ) + 2x2 ]2

Bs I (2"+Yz)(1-Yr) 2x2 I er

hr ut2 / (z z-Y z) Aq/B +

l

2N2

2x2 l

2x2 12
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(8.10)

(8.11)

ß .121

(8.13)

(8.15)

(8.16)

(8.17)

(8.18)

(s.1s)

(8.20)

]

ia

t

jr
,..

.t

and

with

and

with

and

with

As

A¿ ttzt(zz-Yz)-zxz
- 2X2(1-Y1¡ <Zz-Yz>

{ [zs(1-vr) zNz ]

2x2 (1 -Yr ) (zz-yr) ]

(zs-vz)(1-vr)

I vr(zz-Yz\ +

It
Ì

Ba I (zr+Yr ) (zz-Yz) 2N2 I (zz-Yz) 81

hz 2x2/(1-v.| ) As/Bs

As (zr-Y t) (22-Yz )

Yz(1-Yr) + 2N2 J2

2x2 l

Bs [ (zr+Yz)(1-yr) 2N2 I (1-vt) Br

(8.21)
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